
The beauty of this theory is that it speaks to the 
US sending one-third (   ) of its foreign aid ⅓
budget to Israel, despite their being the world’s
thirty-third (33rd) wealthiest country.
   Much or even most of the mass-media and 
-publishing today are owned by post-religious 
Jews, not to mention far weirder elements like 
your Sabbateans and your Kabbalists. That is 
why the views expressed in many media tend to 
reflect everything from atheism and Zionism to 
quite elaborate blasphemies paired with a 
Crowleyan, willful type of anti-morality and 
punk/grunge destuctionism.
   The Rothschild Zionists have been nothing if 
not patient in their takeover of the American 
mind and system, and that has spelled success 
for them but unfortunately failure for us.

What is the track record of
“Israel 2”?

   So Israel is “Enemy No. 1” of religion, Jewish 
and otherwise. Not only do none of its leaders 
encourage religious observance; they are at 
pains to fill Jewish archetypes with Zionist 
figures. The Knesset (Israeli Supreme Court) 
and the leadership, all proudly and loudly anti-
religious, relentlessly disparage the faithful.
   Another major impediment to Zionism being 
recognized by any wholesome person are its 
historic sympathies and alliance with Nazism 
prior to WWII. (Only one Nazi officer was found 
guilty by an Israeli court, ever.) In the so-called 
Haavara “Transfer” Agreement, the socialist 
sister-parties colluded to ship German Jews to 
Palestine in exchange for giving Germany 
exclusive trade with the Kibbutzim, early Zionist 
settlements which truthfully seem to have 
amounted to German colonies. The so-called 
“Jewish Agency” worked closely with dictators 
and deliberately allowed much of the Jewish 
genocide in Poland and all across Eastern 
Europe, with an eye to getting rid of authentic 
Judaism and rebranding Jewry wholesale. 
(Meanwhile, Iranian Diplomat Abdol-Hossein 
Sardari saved 2,000 Jews—twice as many as 
Oskar Schindler—to his own personal danger.)
   To make matters worse, outspoken Jewish 

Holocaust survivor Hajo Meyer, author of The 
End of Judaism, cites literally “endless” 
similarities between Nazi Germany and Zionist 
Israel, such as the latter’s manifest intention to 
cleanse the land of Palestinian people and 
culture—and this includes the ways of the real, 
peace-loving Middle-Eastern “Sephardic” Jews.

The perfect crime

   Here’s the smoking gun. Emerging genetic 
research from Oxford and elsewhere is 
confirming the Khazar roots of the German-
Jewish Ashkenazim, that vagrant people that 
once claimed to embrace Orthodox Judaism and
later pivoted to claiming to descend from the 
Hebrew Patriarchs and to be merely “returning”
to settle their homeland of “Israel”. Frankly, 
neither claim stands up to scrutiny. I mean, it 
would be a simple matter of logging on to 
Ancestry.com, but they predictably decline to do
this, because they well know that they would be 
lucky to find one quarter of true Jewish blood—
easier by far to just call you “anti-Semitic” for 
suggesting they aren’t really Jews (irony).
   To boot, many upper-crust “Jewish” surnames
like “Kagan” are blatantly Khazarian, not 
Hebrew. If you were ever engaged in 
evangelization ministry, you may have run into 
an irreligious person claiming to be Jewish 
(though they could name no specific tribe of 
Israel) and stated that this meant that they 
were off-limits. This claptrap began certainly 
not in Jesus’ day (since Judaism gave birth to 
Christianity) but in the medieval monotheistic 
empires (to include the “Jewish” Khazars), when
state policy among Christian and Muslim powers
alike was to leave Jews alone, supposedly out of 
respect, but mainly because of the trade 
advantage—How history does repeat (cf. 
Revelation 2:9, 3:9).
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Does G-d say that we must
“bless Israel”?

   The short answer is: No. A lot of Christians get
confused when Zionists quote the Old Testament 
passage where G-d told Abraham that all who 
bless him will be blessed and all who curse him 
will be cursed. Because the modern English 
makes no distinction between the second person
singular and plural (“you”), Israeli agents are 
able to con many naïve believers into bankrolling
their sordid state policies. So it is imperative to 
note that all the old manuscripts say Elohim 
refers only to Abraham, not to his descendants,
when pronouncing this vow.

What does the Gospel
say about Israel?

   Biblical Israel is a theocratic monarchy (the 
opposite of a secular democracy), and Jesus is 
the sole legitimate king of all Hebrews: the Jews
of Jerusalem and greater Judah and the 
Israelites of Samaria and greater Israel. Jesus 
is YHWH’s perfect revelation to them all, and he 
is the total fulfillment of the people who had 
been chosen and even of all people. (Incidentally,
that Israel wait on the Lord, Biblical Christianity 
lines up beautifully with Torah Judaism!) If and 
when the Kingdom be reestablished, the 
disciples whom Jesus called will return with him
to sit as judges on his behalf. This leaves zero 
room for non-Christian Jews to govern one 
another or the Israelis, much less other races 
(“Gentiles”)! Before the 20th century no believer 
ever endorsed Jewish or Israeli sovereignty. 
(The Catholics held out against it until ca. 1960.)
   With that being said, any question of Israelite 
realm restoration timing does not concern 
Jesus or any of his followers but only “the 
Father”. (Not so the “kingdom of G-d”, which he 
enjoins his students to seek before all else.)
   Our Lord describes Israel as inexcusably 
faithless, compared with a common “Gentile” 
woman he heals, and its best teachers as 
spiritually dead men, such as Nicodemus.
   Drawing straight from just the Gospel, it 
becomes clear that the Christian’s primary duty 

toward the Jew is to love and evangelize them. 
It is certainly not to tolerate, let alone fund and 
arm, any violent colonizing effort, whether in the
Middle East or anywhere else, full stop. (Note 
that this disposition applies equally well to the 
non-Jew). Jesus abhors aggressive oppression.

What is Political Zionism?

   Modern Euro-Jewish Zionism was always a 
militantly secular movement that honors the 
Torah “more in the breach than the 
observance”. It is fundamentally a European 
(German-English-French) Enlightenment project 
and makes little or no reference to any 
recognizably Davidic or otherwise Biblical model
of government. Political Zionism is about Jews 
wanting to be Europeans but without being 
suspected or discriminated against by their 
neighbors (irony), as has so often been the 
case. Israel today is 65% non-religious and only
2% Christian, contrasted with Palestine’s 10% 
Christianity (including one Christian diplomat).
   Zionism began with author Theodor Herzl’s 
1896 book Der Judenstaat in which was outlined 
his idea of a “Jewish State”, under European 
socialism, which he termed “Zion” (whence 
“Zionism”). Herzl wanted all Jews to abandon 
Judaism (his prior plan had been total 
assimilation, but it had proved problematic), and
in fact he did not circumcise his own son. Having
no religious foundation, Herzl never referred to 
“Zion” as “Israel”, nor did he envision situating it
in the Middle East. Rather, Herzl proposed 
African and South American sites with low 
native populations. But Herzl strategically 
stirred up anti-Semitism in Europe in order to 
purge and mobilize European Jewry such that 
only the “Labor Party” Jews would live to see 
his giant godless ghetto. In short, Herzl seems a 
tortured and self-hating Jew, a monster who 
begat a demon. Founding Israeli Prime Minister 
David Ben-Gurion ordered similar and still 
worse acts of terror. In a case of mid-century 
airline hijacking, a ring of radicalized Zionists 
known as the Stern Gang under Rabbi Baruch 
Korff attempted to fly an airplane into British 
Parliament in 1946! Subsequent acts of terror, 
some false-flag, have included the Lavon Affair 

and the USS Liberty Incident. Cf. Mossad/ISIS.)
   Israel continues to persecute Jews for 
merely observing Torah. Last year, the 
Administration resolved to deny conscientious 
objectors the right to abstain from enlisting in 
the IDF and aiding the expansion of its boundless
settlements and the enforcement of its policy of
genocide, to say nothing of apartheid, as Jimmy
Carter had just named it. The Israeli political 
class’s blatant contempt for peace, justice and 
devoutness could not be more evident, nor could
it be more keenly felt by observant Jews and 
righteous non-Jews in Israel, Palestine, and 
worldwide (cf. white phosphorous on the UN).
   Needless to say, in Israel it is illegal for 
Christians to proselytize or evangelize in any 
way, undermining our Great Commission.

Why are so many American Christians
Zionists?

   As Zionism built momentum in Europe, the 
apocalyptic belief (rejected by most scholars as 
flagrantly un-Biblical) in a pre-tribulation 
rapture was being propagated stateside with 
the 1909 publication of the Scofield Reference 
Bible. It tells Christians that when the Jews 
rebuild the Temple on the peak where the 
Muslim Mosque “Dome of the Rock” now stands, 
Jesus will take up all the elect. (You can guess 
what happens to the “reprobate” Jews in 
Scofield’s timeline, so again we have this theme 
of Zionism as covert anti-Semitism or anti-
Judaism; cf. Lord Balfour in 1917.)
   Just two years later in 1911, the Parushim 
Society, a Zionist sleeper cell posing as a 
fraternity, broke ground in some top American 
universities. Members allegedly pledge 
allegiance to Israel first, which among other 
things amounts to open treason. The Parushim, 
whose name is Hebrew for “Pharisees”, would 
later manage to climb into American 
professional life and most notably politics. This 
has given life to rumors that some thirty 
Washington representatives may in fact be dual 
citizens with Israel. But even if they’re not, the 
Parushim clinch members’ priority for Israeli 
interests over American ones (cf, AIPAC, CUFI).


